
Type Safety
Last time: type system to prevent programs like (1+2) + "Hello"
How do we know we got it rights, i.e. well typed programs
don't have type érrors at runtime?
"Type Safety"! "Well-typed programs can't go wrong
-Robin Milner
2 components (theorems we'll prove) i
- Progress: If eis well-typed, it's a value or can take a step
- Preservation: If a well-typed exp takes a step, it's still
well-typed (with the same type
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Preservation: If eit and ere' then e':t
Pf: By induction on the derivation of erse!
sul then e=ñitñz and e' =ñ  +^ .
Need to show e':c.
But how do we know what & is?
Inversion : Use inference rules "upside down"
How do we know e= + : (? Must be the
typing rules,
We now have a case for every rule whose
conclusion can match ñi tttz:ł.
There's only one: T-3



ei:int ez:int (7-3)
e  +l : int
So eit is only possible if c-int!
(we also get that int and 5 : int but we knew
that already and also don't really need it)
Now for the praf:
S-1 The é =ñ, +ñz and e'= Ti+na.
By inversion on T-3  t= int. By T-1, el= int.
S-2. Then e = " , "^ "S " and e' = "S  S  """
by inversion on T-4  I= string. By T-2, e':string.
5-3. Then e = "1"s") and e'= 151. By inversion on T-S  = = int.
By T-1, 151: int.
4-4. By inversion on T-3: [= int  e : int, ez int
By induction, e,':int. By T-3, e ' teziint.
4-s. Then e=ñ  +1  and 1= n  + ez' and lates'.
By inversion on T-3= = = int, ñi:int, extint,
 By induction, e ":int. By T-3, e = int.
5-6. Then e=ei^ez and e'=ei^ez and eitze,!
By inversion on T-4:2=string, e : string, and existring.
By inductione: string. By T-4, e^istring.
5-7- Then e=13 "^e  and e'=",, "^e " and extres !
By inversion on T-4 = 2 = string,
:string.
By induction, b istring. By T-4, e'istring.
5-&. Then e-lea) and e'=leo') and lotsed.
By inversion on T-S, t=int and loistring.
By induction, e. :string. By T-S, e'iint. p
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Lenna: Canonical Forms
1. If e val and e:int, then eiñ. for some n-
2. If e val and eistring, then e="s" for some s.
Pf:1. By "induction" on the derivation of eval.
V-1: Then e=ñ.  
V-2: Doesn 4 apply because then eistring.
2. Similaro
Progress: If eit, then e val or there exists é's.t. ette!
Pf: By induction on the derivation of eit-
T-1. Then e=ñ. By V-1, e val.
12. Then e = "s". By V-2, e val.
T-3. Then e=eitez and z-int and eimt andeziint.
By induction, ei val or either for some e,"
e  val. By cononical forms, e, =  for some 1 .
By induction, ez val or ezties for some ez!
-e  val. By canonica! forms, ez=ñz for some
By S-1  e=ñ +1  +1 +1   
- l mez. By >->, e=ñ, +e  >> Atter'  
-e, Hei". By S-4, e=e  +1  Heitez.
T.H. Similar to above.
T-S. Then e-leal and z=int and loistring.
By induction, eo val or there exists lo's.t. lotzeo!
-to val. By CF Co="s" for some s.
By 5-3, 1"S" | 1 -> 151.
coHed. By 4-8, led led')
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